Introduction {#sec1}
============

Down syndrome (DS), trisomy 21, is the most common chromosomal abnormality in childhood and occurs in 1 in 1,000 births. Among several physical and cognitive abnormalities, children with DS also have a 10- to 20-fold increased risk of leukemia relative to other children.[@bib1] Additionally, children with DS who are younger than 4 years of age have a 500-fold increased risk for acute myeloid leukemia (ML-DS).[@bib2] Nearly half of all diagnosed ML-DS cases are of the acute megakaryoblastic (AMKL) phenotype. The driver events in ML-DS have long appeared to be unique to patients with DS.[@bib3] Wechsler et al.[@bib4] reported that nearly all patients with ML-DS share mutations in the essential hematopoietic transcription factor, *GATA1*, located on the X chromosome. Although the specific mutations may vary, all occur in exon 2, resulting in utilization of an alternate exon 3 initiation site. The functional but truncated protein, Gata1s, has a deficient or absent amino-terminal transactivation domain.[@bib5], [@bib6]

Nearly all children with DS-AML diagnosed before age 4 years have an exon 2 *GATA1* mutation. Although Gata1s is sufficient to cause myelodysplasia, progression to DS-AML requires additional mutations, commonly in the cohesin components, *CTCF*, epigenetic regulators, JAK family kinases, *MPL*, *SH2B3*, and RAS pathway components. Trisomy 21, Gata1s cells are dysplastic and mimic leukemic phenotypes, but are not necessarily leukemic.[@bib7], [@bib8] Acquisition of a subsequent leukemogenic mutation is still needed for the malignant transformation.

CRISPR/Cas9 causes a blunt-end double-strand break (DSB) 3 bp upstream of a PAM sequence (NGG in *Streptococcus pyogenes* Cas9, used in this paper).[@bib9], [@bib10] This DSB is repaired via the natural pathway of non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), involving resection of individual free ends in a 3′ to 5′ direction and patching of the break site via alignment and polymerization of microhomology sequences.[@bib11] The effects of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated resection is stochastic, with resection patterns ranging from deletions and insertions (indels) 1 bp to hundreds in length.[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14] This variety of gene-editing products is useful in the ablation of whole-gene function, as is the case in creating genetic knockouts.[@bib15] The clinically relevant molecular restructuring of ML-DS presents a unique challenge for gene-editing technologies. Instead of the widely used, broad-based strategies of gene knockout or forced insertion, this genetic engineering problem requires a more surgical approach. Here, we use the precise gene-targeting capabilities of CRISPR/Cas9 to surgically modify the *GATA1* gene and alter gene function.[@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20] Herein, we describe the successful creation of Gata1s-expressing cells by utilizing a CRISPR/Cas9 system that causes a DSB 2 bp upstream of the Met1 initiation site. We also provide detailed analyses for tracking allelic variance after CRISPR/Cas9 editing of exon 2 of *GATA1* in human cells.

Results {#sec2}
=======

The goal of this work is to alter the normal translation start site of the GATA1 gene, thereby creating a truncated Gata1 variant known as Gata1s. The strategy is to use a CRISPR/Cas9 system to disable an ATG sequence at the normal Met1 translation start site of the gene. This action will enable a second initiation codon to be utilized, one located 84 bases downstream in exon 3 (Met 84). Initiation of translation from a transcript starting at Met 84 will produce the truncated protein variant known as Gata1s. CRISPR/Cas9 activity induces DNA cleavage near the Met1 site and DNA resection through the NHEJ pathway, eliminating the Met1 sequence. This was accomplished through the analysis of two individual transfections performed in K562 cells, producing 74 total clonally expanded populations.

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} outlines our experimental strategy and rationale for the mutagenesis of the first translation initiation codon. As seen in the diagram, DNA breakage was targeted at a position two bases upstream (−2) from the targeted Met 1 site. Because NHEJ occurs on free ends of DSB sites, the adjacency of the CRISPR/Cas9 cleavage to the Met1 site is vital to appropriate indel formation and low off-target effects. Because the underlying DNA sequence is critical for designing active CRISPR/Cas9, we sequenced 462 bases across the *GATA1* gene within the region of interest. The DNA sequence is presented in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A, and the target ATG sequence is shaded. By integrating this information into the analytical CRISPR Design Tool website (<http://crispr.mit.edu>), we generated several possibilities for the CRISPR/Cas9 system ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and 2C). In addition, information was also gathered that defined a ranking of potential off-target sites for CRISPR/Cas9. This ranking is based on the equation published by Hsu et al.,[@bib21] which utilizes as factors: (1) weighted combination of mismatches, (2) location of these sequences within genome (sequences located within exonic regions of genes are weighted more heavily than those located within intronic sequences), and (3) the steric hindrance created by individual and consecutive mismatches at their specific locations within the overall 20 bp sequence. The off-site target score, out of 100, and the specific locus are also highlighted in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C. A CRISPR/Cas9 complex that will induce DNA cleavage at the −2 bp position relative to the Met1 site was chosen because it had the lowest potential for off-site activity, yet would induce a DNA break closest to the target site.Figure 1Diagram of Experimental WorkflowA CRISPR/Cas9 system was designed using the MIT CRISPR Design Tool (<http://crispr.mit.edu>) to cleave the *GATA1* sequence 2 bp upstream of the Met1 initiation codon. These blunt ends will then be resected and reannealed via the non-homologous end joining pathway (NHEJ). If resection occurs across the Met1 initiation site in both alleles, this will cause exclusive production of Gata1s.Figure 2Verification of K562 *GATA1* Sequence and CRISPR/Cas9 Design for Elimination of Met1(A) The Met1 initiation site in K562 cells was verified by PCR prior to CRISPR design. (B) Once the sequence was verified, a CRISPR seed sequence was designed, which allowed for a DSB to be caused 2 bp upstream of the Met1 initiation codon. (C) This seed sequence was examined for potential off-target sites using the standard equation for off-target efficiency of CRISPR seed sequences.[@bib21] The top five exonic off-targets are displayed with mismatches from the seed sequences highlighted in orange. Percentage off-target efficiency scores are also shown.

The CRISPR/Cas9 system, expressed from plasmid pX458, which also carries a single copy of a wild-type EGFP gene, was introduced into K562 cells by lipofection.[@bib22] The experimental design is illustrated in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, with the ultimate analysis of sequence alteration confirmed at both the genotypic and the phenotypic levels. After 72 hr, the cells were sorted for EGFP expression using a FACSAria, and single cells scoring EGFP^+^ were placed into individual wells ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B and 3C). Individual cells were allowed to expand for a period of 3--6 weeks, after which time the clonal expansions were isolated for DNA and functional protein analyses. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D exhibits a representative Sanger sequence trace file, demonstrating the breakdown of the peaks directly downstream of the CRISPR/Cas9 complex cut site. Successful DNA cleavage of the *GATA1* gene would be seen if the DNA sequence upstream of the cut site appears contiguous without sequence breakdown. In contrast, the DNA sequence downstream would be reflected as multiple peaks at the same position, although the spacing of the peaks should remain constant. These predictions are fulfilled and displayed in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D, indicating that specific cleavage by CRISPR/Cas9 at the designated Met1 site had occurred. Trace files of Sanger sequencing obtained from individual clones can be analyzed by the software program Tracking of Indels by Decomposition (TIDE), to determine the individual sequences within the multi-peaked breakdown product after CRISPR/Cas9 activity.[@bib23] TIDE utilizes an algorithm that isolates individual sub-sequences determined by similar sub-peak intensity within the breakdown sequence. By aligning each of the sub-sequences with a control parental band, the indel pattern of individual alleles within the clonal population can be determined and exhibited in a simple format. This software allows for the qualitative analysis of individual clonal populations and is a useful intermediate step in overall analysis of the cleavage profile in each clonal population.Figure 3Effective Transfection and Enrichment of CRISPR/Cas9-Affected K562 Cells via Single-Cell Sorting(A) The workflow of the experiment is displayed. Seventy-two hours post-lipofection, cells were sorted into individual wells of a 96-well dish using the FACSAriaII. Individual clones were then expanded from individual wells until able to be analyzed and cultured under normal conditions. (B) Overall representative images exhibiting the relative transfection efficiencies of the experimental cells in relation to the positive GFP control, under a CMV promoter, and the Like Promoter control, which expressed GFP under a CAG enhancer. (C) FACSAriaII readout of experimental K562s. (D) Representative example of signal decomposition downstream of CRISPR/Cas9 cut site.

[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} displays the results of Sanger sequencing of several individual clonally expanded populations. [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A--4G exhibit the variety of altered genomes obtained from clonal populations expanded from individual cells as a result of the CRISPR/Cas9 cleavage activity. Letter designations A--G in [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} correspond to various analyses of the same clonal population of CRISPR/Cas9-edited cells (i.e., [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A, [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A, and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A all correspond to analysis from the same expanded population, clone A). Each clonal population is presented along with its corresponding TIDE analysis, showing a different indel profile with varying lengths on either or both alleles. The percentage of the mixed-peak sequence falling into each individual sub-sequence is listed above each bar. In our hands and others, CRISPR/Cas9 systems are often efficient enough to execute site-specific DNA cleavage in a biallelic fashion, rarely showing activity on only one allele.[@bib13], [@bib24], [@bib25] [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A illustrates the activity of the CRISPR/Cas9 system on a clonal population where one *GATA1* allele was resected 6 bp, with the other allele resected 4 bp. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B displays another distinct CRISPR cleavage event, exhibiting one allele apparently uncut, whereas the other allele displays a 22 bp deletion. Positioned adjacent to each TIDE readout is the analysis of sequence decomposition, showing the decomposition of the single-peak sequence in relation to the CRISPR/Cas9 cut site (indicated by a blue dotted line). The increase in sequence breakdown prior to the cut site indicates that resection after CRISPR/Cas9-mediated cleavage occurred both upstream and downstream of the cut site.Figure 4CRISPR/Cas9 Treatment Causes Heterogeneity of Products through Random Resection Lengths via Non-homologous End JoiningEach module depicts the Tracking of Indels by DEcomposition (TIDE) analysis of an individual clonal population, containing two *GATA1* alleles showing independent CRISPR/Cas9-mediated resection. Each bar graph depicts the identity of the indel event on each allele, with an estimation of the percentage of the population exhibiting each decomposition sequence above. Each graph also displays the increase in sequence aberrations in relation to the CRISPR/Cas9 cut site, as shown to be an increase in signal decomposition (in green) in relation to the DSB site (blue dotted line). Gray bars above the aberrant sequence analysis depict the portion of the aberrant sequence used to generate the identity of each indel profile.Figure 5Allelic Analysis Using TIDE Readout Allows for Examination of NHEJ Resection Patterns at the Level of Individual AllelesExamining the sequence trace file using the TIDE analysis as a guideline allows for the accurate determination of individual allelic resection patterns in samples with two alleles. Each clone from [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} underwent allelic analysis, with the results shown above. Each panel displays TIDE analysis readout, chromatogram sequence aligned with the WT *GATA1* sequence, and allelic analysis readout. Wild-type sequence is displayed highlighted in gray, with the two allelic sequences above and below. The Met1 site is highlighted in red, and insertions are highlighted in orange.Figure 6CRISPR/Cas9-Mediated Resection at the *GATA1* Met1 Initiation Site Allows for the Expression of Short-Form mRNA via Disruption of the Intron 1 to Exon 2 Splice SiteRT-PCR was performed on whole-cell cDNA in order to obtain an accurate determination of the effect each CRISPR/Cas9-mediated editing event had on *GATA1* transcription. Short-form mRNA, indicated by the mRNA amplicons of length 325 bp, will encode only Gata1s, as the entirety of exon 2 is excised. Long-form mRNA encodes either Gata1 or Gata1s, contingent on the presence or absence of an unresected Met1 site, respectively.Figure 7CRISPR/Cas9-Mediated Resection at the *GATA1* Met1 Initiation Site Leads to Altered Expression of Gata1 and Gata1s ProteinsRelative total levels of Gata1 and Gata1s of wild-type K562s, each clonally expanded population, and blood samples from a ML-DS patient were examined via western blot. Full-length Gata1 is shown above with a protein band at approximately 50 kDa, with Gata1s represented by a band at 37 kDa. Tubulin protein level controls are also shown.

[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C displays another example of biallelic CRISPR activity, with one allele being resected 4 bp and the other allele 38 bp. This example also reveals signal decomposition prior to the selected cut site, indicating that resection of the 38 bp deletion occurred partially upstream of the cleavage site (the decomposition extends too far upstream of the cut site to be caused solely by the 4 bp deletion). A similar indel pattern can be observed in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D, with both alleles incurring a 5 bp deletion and a 12 bp deletion. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E displays a clone containing only one deletion that could accurately be detected with the TIDE software. The maximum indel size that can be distinguished by the software is 50 bp, indicating that the second allele contains a deletion larger than 50 bp, with the higher background levels and lower R^2^ value being attributed to the TIDE analysis's attempts to align the second allele to the parental sequence. Finally, [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F and 4G both display heterozygosity, with the resection of the affected allele occurring partially upstream of the cut site; [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F contains one 12 bp deletion, and [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}G contains a 22 bp deletion.

The data given by TIDE analysis are useful to intermediate data analysis, especially when evaluating clonally expanded populations. However, as seen in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, utilizing TIDE as a terminal analytical tool in data analysis can lead to an incomplete analysis of the obtained data. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the further allelic analysis performed using TIDE data. Because resection can occur both upstream and downstream of the cut site, an overall deletion of three or more bases does not implicitly demonstrate that the Met1 site was ablated in that allele; only resection of three or more bases downstream of the cut site is necessary for Met1 elimination. This situation is in fact observed in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A (the individual populations examined in [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A--4G correspond with the samples presented in [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A--5G). TIDE analysis for [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A shows that a 4 bp and a 6 bp deletion occurred in both alleles of the population. This is verified when using the TIDE data to manually analyze the Sanger trace file. By determining which two bases exist at each position in the sequence, the actual, exact sequence of each allele can be accurately extrapolated. This is an example where, even though the TIDE analysis alone shows that both alleles showed a deletion greater than 3 bp, one allele exhibited resection entirely upstream of the cut site, leaving the Met1 site untouched.

This disparity between TIDE readout and primary data is shown more vividly in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B. The TIDE analysis determined that one allele has a 22 bp deletion, whereas the other allele is untouched. Examining the trace file, however, reveals that the allele determined as unbroken in fact contains a single thymine insertion directly at the cut site, leaving the Met1 site intact. The second allele of clone B also displays a different breakage pattern; the allele contains both a 26 bp deletion combined with a 5 bp insertion (labeled in orange) that eliminates the Met1 site. Clone C, upon initial allelic analysis, exhibited a potential example of a biallelic Met1 knockout. Allele 1 showed a 3 bp deletion, appearing to eliminate a portion of the Met1 site. Allele 2, in comparison, contains a 36 bp deletion, removing a large section of exon 2 including the Met1 site. This genetic restructuring, however, was later determined to be incorrect, with allele 1 containing a 2 bp deletion that retained the Met1 site. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D shows an example where both alleles contain an insertion and a deletion event. Allele 1 contains a 13 bp deletion and a single thymine insertion. However, resection occurred entirely upstream of the cut site, leaving the Met1 site intact. The second allele displays a deleted Met1 site, with another 13 bp deletion, this time paired with a 6 bp insertion. Examining the trace file in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E allows for an accurate determination of the length of the deletion that could not be analyzed with TIDE. This allele contains a 220 bp deletion, eliminating both Met1 and a majority of exon 2. The other allele contains an intact Met1, with a 5 bp deletion upstream of the cut site, combined with a single thymine insertion. [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F and 5G both show similar sequence decomposition, with one allele with a single thymine insertion and the other allele containing a deletion. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F contains an 11 bp deletion on the second allele, but leaves the Met1 site intact. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}G, on the other hand, shows ablation of the Met1 site on its second allele, with a 21 bp deletion both upstream and downstream of the cut site. In both of these examples, the TIDE analysis of the sequence determined that one allele remained wild-type. However, further analysis shows that both alleles actually contain single thymine insertions. Thymine insertion is seen in every +1 insertion event analyzed across all 73 isolated clones. The individual allelic analysis of each of the 26 clonally expanded populations is shown in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The K562 cell line karyotype demonstrates the presence of two X chromosomes.[@bib26] The wild-type *GATA1* gene transcript is modified into two splice variants in wild-type K562 cells: one splice variant, including exon 2, encodes full-length Gata1; and the other, with exon 2 excluded, encodes Gata1s.[@bib27], [@bib28] Because of this, wild-type K562 cells show expression of both long-form and short-form *GATA1* mRNA ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), with levels of expression weighted toward the short-form mRNA. Clones A and E exhibit severe knockdown, although not complete elimination, of full-length *GATA1* mRNA expression, exhibiting highly weighted expression of the Gata1s-encoding mRNA splice variant. The CRISPR/Cas9-mediated resection shows less effect on the expression profile of clones B, C, and G, which exhibit transcription profiles similar to wild-type K562 cells. Clones D and F display similar expression profiles, with relatively equal levels of long-form and short-form transcripts. These variants were sequenced in order to determine which allele is being expressed in each clonally expanded population ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Sequences obtained from each sample determined that each short-form *GATA1* mRNA sequence encoded an identical Gata1s splice variant, lacking exon 2.

The protein expression levels of Gata1 and Gata1s, analyzed via western blot, are displayed in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. In wild-type K562 cells, the mRNA expression profile is weighted toward expressing short-form mRNA ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The protein expression, in comparison, is skewed heavily toward full-length Gata1. This demonstrates that in K562 cells, the full-length *GATA1* mRNA is translated at a higher efficiency than the short-form splice variant.[@bib27] Clone F shows a similar characteristic; although both variants exhibit at comparable amounts at the mRNA level, the protein expression profile is heavily weighted toward full-length Gata1 expression, with very little Gata1s formed. Another example is observed in data from clones A and E; although there is virtually no long-form mRNA expressed in these populations, the protein levels of Gata1 and Gata1s are equal. Clone B, in comparison, maintains its mRNA expression profile at the protein level; both profiles are weighted toward the short-form transcript and Gata1s, respectively. This is also seen in clone D, where equal levels of Gata1 and Gata1s are observed. Finally, clones C and G exhibit high knockdown of full-length Gata1, although their transcription profiles display the presence of low levels of *GATA1* mRNA.

[Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} displays the allelic analysis and protein expression of two important clones, generated from a second transfection under the same protocol, with the TIDE and allelic analysis of clones 67 and 72 ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A). The DNA sequence of each clone reveals an elimination of the *GATA1* Met1 initiation site. Clone 67 displays a 36 bp deletion in allele 1 and a 34 bp deletion in allele 2. Again, the discrepancy in deletion length with the TIDE results is expected, as the spacing of residue outputs of the Sanger sequencing was not constant. Clone 72 shows a 20 bp deletion in allele 1 and an 18 bp deletion in allele 2. Because spacing of the Sanger sequence was constant, the TIDE results aligned with the actual results of allelic analysis. The top panel in [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B displays the complete ablation of long-form Gata1 in a patient sample from a child diagnosed with ML-DS, whereas the bottom panel shows complete ablation of long-form Gata1 and shift of expression to Gata1s in clones 67 and 72 (normalized values of full-length Gata1: 0.0055 and 0.051, respectively). This result is verified in [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}C. Expression of full-length Gata1 and Gata1s was measured by densitometry and normalized to the actin levels of their loading control. The full-length *GATA1* expression of both clones fell within background levels, indicating complete abrogation of the full-length gene product. Further analysis of these Gata1s clones revealed an increase in expression of Gata1s protein. Clone 67 displayed a nearly 10-fold increase in Gata1s expression compared with wild-type, and clone 72 displayed a 4-fold increase.Figure 8Biallelic CRISPR/Cas9-Mediated Elimination of the *GATA1* Met1 Initiation Site Leads to Complete Ablation of Full-Length Gata1(A) TIDE and allelic analysis of clones 67 and 72 are shown, displaying biallelic elimination of the *GATA1* Met1 initiation site. (B) Relative total levels of Gata1 and Gata1s of wild-type K562s and blood samples from a ML-DS patient were examined via western blot in the left panel. The right panel shows relative total levels of Gata1 and Gata1s in CRISPR/Cas9-treated clonally expanded colonies 67 and 72. Full-length Gata1 is shown above with a protein band at approximately 47 kDa, with Gata1s represented by a band at 37 kDa. Actin protein level controls are also shown. (C) Fold decrease of full-length Gata1 was determined in clones 67 and 72 via densitometry and normalized to WT actin control. Fold increase of Gata1s expression was determined in the same manner.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

A mutation in the *GATA1* gene is observed in almost all cases of ML-DS diagnosed before 4 years of age.[@bib29], [@bib30] A particular class of mutations that account for a majority of these cases results in the exclusive or near-exclusive expression of the Gata1s splice variant of the protein, lacking the first 83 aa of the full-length protein.[@bib5] The main objective of this work was to develop a model cell line for the analysis of downstream genetic instability triggered by the ablation of full-length *GATA1* expression. The intrinsic pathway that leads to the knockout ability of CRISPR/Cas9 is NHEJ, a stochastic process. As such, using a specifically designed CRISPR/Cas9 system can lead to a multitude of unique products of DNA resection at the DSB site.[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib25], [@bib31] Because of this, analysis of genetically modified clones on a cell-by-cell basis is necessary in order to verify products expressing the appropriate Met1 deletion. Through this process, we were successful in the creation of this genetically altered cell line.

The efficiency of CRISPR/Cas9 comes from the sequence of the sgRNA component of the complex. As such, sgRNA sequences must have a perfect match to the sequence at the target site, with the DSB as close to the site of change as possible. To minimize the potential of the CRISPR/Cas9 to cleave off-target sites, we utilized the CRISPR Design Tool (<http://crispr.mit.edu/>). The protospacer used in this experiment (5′-GTTAATCCCCAGAGGCTCCATGG-3′) was used with an off-target score of 63. Perfect on-target homology results in a score of 100, with the introduction of mismatches and their location in the seed sequence relative to each other, and the sequence as a whole returning a score lower than 100. These individual scores are then aggregated to form the total off-target score. The highest single off-target score obtained was 2.5, with the highest exonic off-target site scoring a 2.3. Because of its lack of significant off-target sites and proximity to the Met1 site, this protospacer was chosen to be used in the experiment.

The collection of 25 clones exhibited a variety of different insertion/deletion (indel) profiles, as seen in [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively. Although most clones display vastly different resection patterns, even between alleles, there was one recurring indel motif in many clonal populations. Of the 25 isolated clones, 19 populations contained at least one allele where a single thymine insertion occurred at the DSB site, with 9 of them being homozygous, containing the single thymine insert on both alleles. Four more clones contained a single thymine insertion along with a deletion of various lengths. In every case with a single base insertion, in fact, the base inserted is a thymine.

A distinct theme is seen in clones B, F, and G regarding the disparity between TIDE analysis in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and allelic analysis in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. During TIDE analysis, the mixed-peak sample is broken down into each of the constituent decomposition products, with each of these decomposition products being compared to determine what the indel profile of each clone contains. However, the products are determined based on sequences of homology on either side of the cut site within each of the decomposition products; any mismatches that occur outside these homology sequences are not utilized in the determination of indel length. Because of this, misaligned Sanger sequencing has the potential to return TIDE analysis results that show indels 1 bp shorter or longer than the actual indels. The allelic analysis reveals that clones B, F, and G in fact contain a single thymine insertion in each of the alleles that the TIDE analysis displayed as wild-type. A related issue can be seen analyzing CRISPR activity that leads to a combination of insertions and deletions, as seen in clones B and D. Because sequence length between each of the alignment windows is the determining factor in indel length, only the net size of the indel is returned in the TIDE analysis. In clone B, a 22 bp deletion is observed in the TIDE analysis. Allelic analysis reveals that this deletion is actually 27 bp long, compounded with a 5 bp insertion; the net change in the sequence length is 22 bp. Both issues are compounded in clone D, where a combination indel combined with atypically spaced Sanger sequencing. This situation leads the TIDE software to return a deletion of 5 bp when the allele in question obtained a deletion of 13 bp compounded with an insertion of 6 bp. In this clone, the combination of misspaced Sanger sequencing, deletion, and insertion leads to a predicted deletion 2 bp shorter than the net change in sequence length and 8 bp shorter than the actual deletion.

These examples highlight an important limitation in the operation of TIDE software. When utilizing the software to analyze CRISPR activity in populations of cells, or when looking for overall gene knockouts, the TIDE software may be able to be used as a terminal stage of data analysis. Both of these levels of analysis allow for a degree of latitude in the exact size of indels formed. TIDE is still incredibly useful when employing CRISPR/Cas9 to create a more exact change, such as in this experiment. However, the TIDE readout must then be further investigated to obtain a more exact allelic profile and cannot be used as the terminal step in data analysis.

[Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the effects of the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated resection on the expression levels Gata1 and Gata1s in each of clones A--G at the mRNA level. *GATA1* in wild-type K562 cells is expressed in two splice variants, both with and without exon 2. Because exon 2 contains *GATA1*'s Met1 site, the smaller splice variant codes for Gata1s naturally, whereas the longer variant encodes full-length Gata1. Expression of both splice variants of *GATA1* is seen in cell lines and patient samples.[@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34] We observe this same expression profile in our samples, with the various CRISPR/Cas9-mediated resections affecting the balance between long-form and short-form *GATA1* expression consistent with mRNA and protein expression profiles seen in various ML-DS patients with a variety of different mutations at the Met1 site.[@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib33] In each clone, the short-form mRNA sequence was identical to the wild-type (the exon 1 to exon 3 splice site is shown in [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The expression of genes on the X chromosomes is tempered through the process of lyonization. One X chromosome is randomly inhibited and bound in heterochromatin during early blastocyst development. This chromosome is replicated normally during S-phase; furthermore, the same X chromosome is inhibited in each generation of daughter cells. However, this is not the case for all genes; depending on the cell, up to 15% of X-linked genes can escape inactivation. *GATA1* in particular shows slight escape ability.[@bib35] This effect can be seen in several of the sequences of the long-form mRNA amplicons (data not shown). [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the protein levels of Gata1 and Gata1s in each of the clones. When compared with the mRNA expression profiles, it becomes apparent that the mRNA for full-length *GATA1* is preferentially expressed as compared with Gata1s mRNA.

Clone C highlights an important issue that is often overlooked in the generation of cell lines using this more surgical form of gene editing. When the overall goal is to modify precisely, rather than totally abrogate, gene expression, a detailed allelic profile must be generated at both the genotypic and the phenotypic levels; a population-based genotyping without clonal expansion could lead to a level of insufficient data with which to make valid conclusions. For example, our own initial allelic analysis of clone C indicated that a 3 bp deletion had occurred, and that the initial adenine residue had been resected. However, mRNA and protein expression analysis determined that the clone in fact was affected with only a 2 bp deletion in allele 1, allowing the Met1 site to remain intact. Because of this lack of a biallelic knockout in all 25 of the initial clones, a second transfection was performed, with a further 48 clones being successfully isolated. It was from this transfection that clones 67 and 72, both biallelic knockouts, were generated.

Clone 67 displayed the most patient-like protein expression profile. Expression of full-length Gata1 was completely ablated, with the corrected Gata1 protein levels falling well within background levels. Furthermore, expression of Gata1s was augmented greatly in the clone, with a 9.9-fold increase in Gata1s compared with wild-type. This profile matches the *GATA1* expression profile of the ML-DS patient sample, indicating the success of the genetic surgery strategy.

Clone 72 also displayed complete abrogation of full-length Gata1 and a 4.0-fold increase in Gata1s expression. The differences in the degree of resection of the *GATA1* gene between both clones open the possibility of disruption of the 3D orientation of the *GATA1* promoter sequence. This, combined with the magnification of an individual cell's minor genetic or epigenetic variations as a product of clonal expansion, confound the determination of an exact mechanism for the differing expression profiles. Both clones show complete elimination of full-length Gata1, and so both clone 67 and clone 72 are evidence of the success of this genetic surgery. However, the higher levels of Gata1s protein expression in clone 67 elevate the clone to the level of replicating the *GATA1* expression profile of the patient sample.

The protein expression profiles of the clones demonstrate that the long-form *GATA1* mRNA is preferentially translated. The exact mechanism behind this is unclear, but may be related to the stronger Kozak sequence located proximal to the Met1 site, in comparison with the Met84 site. At the Met1 site, the −4, −2, −1, and +4 sites of the start sequence match that of the consensus Kozak sequence, whereas the Met84 site match only at the −4 and +4 sites.[@bib36], [@bib37] This increased homology to the consensus Kozak sequence may be a contributing factor to the preferential translation of full-length Gata1. Furthermore, altering of these Kozak sequences through CRISPR/Cas9-mediated resection may have altered the translation efficiency of the resulting mRNA transcripts, even if the Met1 site itself remains intact. In clones A and E, the proportional levels of long-form mRNA are much lower than the amount of full-length Gata1 protein being expressed. Clones C and G, in contrast, showed lower levels of full-length Gata1 protein than would be expected, given the amount of long-form mRNA seen in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Interestingly, the mRNA expression profiles and the protein expression profiles are identical in clones B and D. The CRISPR/Cas9-mediated resections that occurred led to a variety of combinations of exonic splice-site variations and Kozak sequence permutations, leading to such vastly different proportions of full-length Gata1 and Gata1s.

Although the variable effects of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knockouts have been explored extensively, the levels and identity of indel formation on a larger scale require further investigation. These findings may hold value in examining the identity and efficacy of oligonucleotide-mediated gene manipulation or insertion, or in the utilization of CRISPR/Cas9 alone as a surgical tool for gene editing. These cells can now be used to determine downstream mutations as a result of an altered start site in the process of leukemogenesis. Furthermore, our experimental approach is of significant value in studies of DS-induced pluripotent stem cells (DS-iPSCs) to elucidate a pathway that reveals where genetic "hits" occur to enable ML-DS. Our long-term goal is to examine how these hits can occur in non-transformed cells and to develop a more clinically relevant mechanism for identifying druggable pathway targets.

Materials and Methods {#sec4}
=====================

Experimental Design {#sec4.1}
-------------------

K562 cells were treated with a CRISPR/Cas9 system designed to cleave 2 bp upstream of the *GATA1* Met1 initiation codon site. The population was enriched for cells that successfully took up the CRISPR plasmid, and the cells were clonally expanded after single-cell isolation. Upon expansion, genomic DNA was extracted from each clonal population and analyzed via Sanger sequencing and TIDE analysis. Individual allelic analysis was performed using the data obtained via TIDE. Clones exhibiting varied degrees of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated resection were analyzed for mRNA and protein expression via RT-PCR and western blot, respectively.

Cell Culture, Transfection, and Single-Cell Cloning {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------------------

K562 cells were cultured in Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium (ATCC), supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Cells were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO~2~.

For transfections, K562 cells were seeded in six-well plates at a density of 5 × 10^5^ cells/well in 1.5 mL of complete media. Transfection complexes were formed at room temperature in 500 μL of Opti-MEM according to the optimized LTX protocol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and added drop-wise to K562 cells, followed by 72 hr incubation. Cells were sorted into a 96-well plate with a FACSAriaII flow cytometer (BD Biosciences), with an individual positively transfected cell sorted to each well. Clones were expanded into larger plates as the individual clones reached confluence, with DNA isolation occurring when cells reached confluence in a six-well plate (1 × 10^6^ cells/mL).

CRISPR/Cas9 Plasmid Design and Construction {#sec4.3}
-------------------------------------------

The *GATA1* gene sequence was entered into the Zhang lab's[@bib25] online generator (<http://crispr.mit.edu/>), and the appropriate CRISPR guide sequence that binds in close proximity to target (−2 bp upstream of Met1) was chosen. The CRISPR was constructed using standard cloning methods following the latest oligo annealing and backbone cloning protocol with single-step digestion-ligation. The CRISPR guide sequence was cloned into the pX458 backbone vector (plasmid 48138; Addgene), a human codon optimized pSpCas9 and chimeric guide RNA expression plasmid with a 2AEGFP, purchased through Addgene (<https://www.addgene.org>). Following construction, clones were verified by DNA sequencing by Eton Bio Incorporated.

PCR, RT-PCR, and Western Blot {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------

Cellular gDNA was isolated from pellets of 2 × 10^6^ K562 cells using the QIAGEN DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (cat. ID 69506). PCR was performed using AmpliTaq Gold Fast PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) on isolated gDNA, with amplification parameters optimized for an amplicon size of 462 bp (forward \[FWD\] primer: 5′-gggaggtgggaaggagaaatatggag-3′, reverse \[REV\] primer: 5′- cctcacagtggtattctgacctagcc-3′; obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies). Amplicon size was verified on 1% agarose gel, and PCR products were verified by DNA sequencing by Eton Bio Incorporated.

For RT-PCR, total cellular RNA was isolated using TRIzol reagent from Thermo Fisher Scientific (cat. ID 15596026). cDNA was synthesized from total RNA using iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit from Bio-Rad Laboratories (cat. ID 170-8891) following the manufacturer's protocol. Purified cDNA was then amplified using AmpliTaq Gold Fast PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific), optimized for differentially sized amplification of long-form and short-form *GATA1* cDNA conversions (FWD RT primer: 5′- gatcacactgagcttgccacatcc-3′, REV RT primer: 5′- gcactattggggacagggagtg-3′; obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies). Mixed amplicons were separated on a 1% agarose gel, and individual bands were excised and purified using a QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (cat. ID 28704). Products were then verified by DNA sequencing by Eton Bio Incorporated.

Protein isolation from individual clones was performed using SDS lysis buffer, with protein concentrations determined and normalized via the Bio-Rad DC Protein Assay (cat. ID 5000111). Western blot was performed using standard procedures and transferred to nitrocellulose membrane using the Bio-Rad Mini Transblot Cell (cat. ID 1703930). Gata1 and Gata1s were stained with rabbit anti-Gata1 unconjugated antibody (cat. no. 4591; Cell Signaling Technology), with tubulin being stained with rabbit anti-tubulin unconjugated antibody (cat. no. 2146; Cell Signaling Technology). Secondary antibody used to visualize protein was anti-rabbit IgG, HRP-linked antibody (cat. no. 7074; Cell Signaling Technology). Stained blots were visualized using Amersham ECL Prime Reagent (cat. ID RPN2232; GE Life Sciences) on X-ray film, with an exposure time of 10 s.

Statistical Analysis {#sec4.5}
--------------------

TIDE analysis was performed on all Sanger sequences obtained from all clones as part of allelic analysis.[@bib23] The p value used to determine significance of potential sequence decompositions was p = 0.001.
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